
FERPA ROUNDTABLE ‘09

Educational Record: covered by FERPA?

Student: does FERPA apply?

Access: signature required? copy required? Immediate?

Must vs May: do I have to?
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School Official: provide service for us?  

Need to Know: job related? 

Dependent: release to parents? Without signature? 

Directory Information: Is it listed in the annual notification? Hold 
in place? How would I know?

Institutional policy & procedures

Other Options, 99.31 Exceptions

Do the new regs change what I’m doing?



The Rest Of The Story
You have been contacted by the Admissions Director at IOU  who 
requests any pertinent information on a Ms. D Meaner, one of your 
former students who is in her first semester at IOU.  The Director also 
sent a copy of the transcript from your institution that D submitted as 
part of her application for admission. In reviewing the copy, you 
determine that it is a fraud, and definitely has been tampered with. D 
also had a very dubious record at your institution, and actually was on 
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disciplinary probation. Wanting to set the record straight,   you fax the 
disciplinary record to the Admission Office, as well as verifying that the 
transcript is bogus. “Foul!” D proclaims, and files a complaint with the 
FERPA Compliance Office against BOTH institutions, stating that she 
did not sign a release to allow the sending of any of those records 
between the schools. 
Was this a FERPA violation?



Virtually Impossible

Professor Owen Lee Awnlyne comes to you with a concern.  
He has been informed that a student in his online class has a 
directory hold.  Yet a significant part of the requirements for 
the course, is online discussion and online group projects –
demanding the listing of students email addresses.  Indeed 
the description, outline, and syllabus made available prior to
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the description, outline, and syllabus made available prior to 
registration all state that email addresses of enrollees will be 
made available.  
What must they do?


